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1. Companies Competing for the Demountable Wall Business  
can be Segmented into Four Categories:
1. Component Companies sell hardware, framing and/or glass for stick-built solutions. They package components 

together to create a demountable wall product that is then sold as a system. These companies are both national 
and regional. Many of these companies source part of their product solution from other manufacturers.  
Their go-to-market strategy includes distribution through glazing contractors and furniture dealers.  
(Examples: CR Laurence, Assa Abloy, Dorma, Arcadia, Raco, Kensington Glass).

2. Demountable Wall Systems Companies fabricate their own products and sell them. Larger manufacturers sell 
through a furniture dealer network. Smaller companies use limited dealers’ distribution as well as direct end user 
sales. (Examples: DIRTT, Transwall, Maars, Muraflex, Infinium, Nxtwall, Dhive, Nello).

3. Furniture Manufacturers typically source materials, fabricate either unitized or stick-built products, and sell 
primarily through their dealer network. They will occasionally sell direct to the end user on select projects. 
Furniture manufacturers leverage their national and regional furniture agreements to gain competitive advantage 
within an account. These agreement accounts represent the largest percentage of their revenue stream. 
(Examples: Steelcase, Haworth, Allsteel, KI, Trendway, Teknion, Inscape).

4. High-End Specialty Manufacturers for demountable walls are typically European in design, most often from 
Italy. A&D firms specify their products primarily for high-profile projects. (Examples: IOC, Adotta, Unifor, Faram, 
Permasteelisa). These products are typically sold direct, with some even being specified/sold by large A&D firms 
(i.e. Genzler).

2. Demountable Wall Market Opportunity
Although demountable glass walls have been in use since the 1930s (note: Clestra Hauserman fit out the Empire 
State building with wall partitions in 1931), the existing product solutions present challenges related to ordering 
and installation. These challenges provide limited flexibility to designers and specifiers, and also eat into the 
distributor’s profit margin.

Holoform offers a combination of simplified specification, intelligent design features that minimize installation costs, 
and a customizable product portfolio that creates a significant competitive advantage and profit opportunity. Our 
intent is to compel both A&D firms and dealers to see the differences and understand Holoform’s value proposition.

3. The Seven Challenges within the Demountable Wall Marketplace  
Holoform Addresses Include:

1. There is no sole-source provider. 

 No current manufacturer of Master Spec Division 10 demountable walls manufactures all the components  
of their walls.

• Lead-time can be 6+ weeks for product (metal and glass) to be delivered to site.
• Furniture dealers must source from multiple organizations to coordinate a demountable wall  

order (glass for stick-built, aluminum, and sometimes hardware).
• It can take a long time to fix an installation problem in the field when product must come from  

multiple sources. This makes the end customer unhappy because the project is not done, and the  
dealer unhappy because payment is often delayed.
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2. Leveling is difficult and costly. 

 Creating a level installation on an un-leveled floor is a laborious and potentially expensive process.

• Most companies installing stick-built solutions use shims and setting blocks. This is a tedious process.
• Many suppliers require floor leveling prior to installation. These costs fall onto the general contractor  

and end user.
• There are many opportunities for errors. Most stick-built products require a “lift and drop” technique for 

installing the glass. Typically, this means that each piece of glass is sized for a specific location. Labeling 
errors can cause expensive delays.

• The industry standard for glass variance can also impact the installation due to bite at the ceiling and base. 
GANA (Glass Association of North America) has recommendations for proper bite for the glass.

3. Poor soundproofing on sliding doors. 

 Sliding glass doors make the best use of expensive real estate, and thus are used about 60% of the time.  
However, most sliding door applications don’t have good STC (Sound Transmission Class) ratings.

• Most sliding doors are mounted outside or inside the frame. That leaves a gap through which sound  
can travel freely, thereby reducing privacy.

4. Very little tolerance for measurement errors. 

 Stick-built systems have a very small margin of error for glass height sizing.

• Most products offer less than 1/2” height variance.
• Any inaccuracy in measurement leads to costly delays and extra expense in the form of new glass.  

This leaches profit margin away from the dealer.

5. There is a black hole around scheduling. 

 Most manufacturers do not proactively communicate the actual product production schedule with either the  
GC or the end user.

• Real-time information is not available from any manufacturer.
• Distribution can’t make promises on delivery times for product.
• Distribution can run into difficulty scheduling the installation, especially in times of high demand.
• Distribution may not know an order’s status (complete or incomplete) until it shows up on site.  

This can require multiple trips to complete an installation, which eats into profit margins and makes  
end users unhappy.

6.  Quoting can be a slow and manual process for both dealer and manufacturer.

• It’s easy to miss products or components during specification.
• Quoting can take days, even for very experienced people.
• Not all quotes turn into orders, which means a huge amount of time is wasted by both  

dealer and manufacturer.
• Manual processes limit how much work can go through the pipeline.

7. Custom designs are not feasible. 

 Architects like to choose custom finishes and sometimes want to specify custom shapes for the demountable  
wall frames. Even when custom products are priced, they seldom convert to orders due to their high price and 
lead times.
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4. Product Features – European vs. US

The A&D community looks at the demountable wall product category with discerning eyes. A&D firms are highly 
concerned with aesthetics, brand contiguity for their clients, and functionality. The US market for demountable 
walls is comprised of stick-built and unitized products manufactured in the US, and in Europe. 

Clestra Hauserman, the oldest manufacturer of demountable walls, is located in France. DIRTT the most prominent 
and largest (i.e. sales revenue) US and Canadian demountable wall manufacturer is headquartered in Calgary, 
Canada. The biggest differences between US and European demountable walls are the profile and price. European 
product is generally significantly higher in price (i.e. pushing $600 to $800/lineal ft.), and utilizes very slim low-profile 
extrusions. Most US manufacturers of demountable walls are priced between $400 to $650/lineal ft. but few offer 
slim low-profile extrusions like the European brands.

The A&D community prizes the low-profile look of the European demountable wall products. A&D firms with interior-
focused teams (i.e. Gensler, HOK, Perkins+Will, ZGF, KPF and Perkins Eastman) specify European product on high-
profile projects with significant interior finish budgets.

5. Product Type – Stick-Built vs. Unitized
In very broad terms, the Division 10 market for glass office partitions breaks down into two major categories:  
unitized and stick-built demountable wall products.

1. Unitized Demountable Wall vs. Stick-Built Demountable Walls

 A unitized demountable wall typically arrives on site fully or partially assembled. It can be a unitized frame  
(i.e. fabricated at manufacturer’s facility, with frame, glass and other materials assembled into wall) or a  
unitized frame and skin (i.e. fabrication of frame at manufacturing facility, with inserted materials assembled on 
site). Given it is either fully or partially assembled, it is the easiest solution to install and will usually have a higher 
product cost (which could be offset by lower installation costs). The majority of unitized demountable walls are 
fabricated/assembled by furniture manufacturers and sold through furniture dealers. The furniture manufacturers 
source their component materials through numerous suppliers (including Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope and 
CR Laurence). Unitized demountable walls are designed by furniture companies for their dealer network to 
sell. Unitized walls typically are easier to install and allow dealers to use their existing furniture installers 
(carpenters), but have common installation issues tied to adaptability and wall/floor variances.

  

Unitized Demountable Wall Manufacturing Process

Manufacturer

Component 
Manufacturers Ship

Manufacturer
Assembles
(partial or full)

SiteShip
Ship

Installed by
Dealer and/or
Manufacturer 
Installers

Glass

Extrusions

Insert Materials

Components
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 By contrast, a stick-built demountable wall system is unassembled when it arrives to the site. The components 
include aluminum, glass and/or other insert materials, that ship to the installation site separately from different 
suppliers (including Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope and CR Laurence). A manufacturer might prefabricate parts of 
the installation (such as the extrusions or door kits) at their facility, a distributor’s location, or at the job site, then 
install the glass at the job site. Stick-built products provide significant competitive advantages to the distribution 
channel and have gained favor in the market because they have the ability to better tailor to a space, mitigating 
sizing challenges and wall/floor variances. 

 

Stick-Built Demountable Wall Manufacturing Process

 Division 10 demountable walls gained significant momentum in 2005 through 2010 with unitized systems. But, in 
the last five years, stick-built demountable wall systems have gained favor, given they are adaptable and provide 
flexibility to handle wall/floor variances. Of the estimated $1.5B in sales for 2017, approximately $400M sales were 
made up of stick-built demountable walls.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Demountable Walls by Type

Unitized/Component Walls Stick-Built/Systems

Advantages: Advantages:

Potentially Faster Installation Profiles are Slimmer

Can be Delivered Pre-Wired Flexible to Field Conditions 

Often Available with Wall-Mounted Furniture Can be Frameless Design

Carpenters Can Install Can Handle Design changes with Materials

Disadvantages: Disadvantages:

Larger Profiles Longer Time to Install

Less Ability to Adjust to Unexpected Field Conditions Additional On Site Coordination 

Vertical Mullions Required at Every Panel Electrical Required to be Installed On Site

Glass is Included in Wall/Susceptable to Breakage

Site

Component 
Manufacturers Ship

Ship

Assembled &
Installed by 
Glazier or
Dealer Installers

Glass

Extrusions

Insert Materials

Components
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2. Stick-built demountable walls qualify for accelerated depreciation. 

 Since this product can be moved and re-used, it is considered personal property (i.e. as furniture is), rather  
than part of the building. Thus, it can be depreciated over seven years vs. 39 years. Although depreciation is 
a non-cash expense, it does lower an end user’s taxable income. It is more beneficial to take advantage of that 
deduction in a shorter period of time. Thus, a demountable wall offers more financial benefit to the end user 
than a Division 8 stick-built solution. This in turn provides a competitive benefit to the distributor who is selling 
Division 10. In contrast, if a customer purchases components for a Division 8 demountable wall rather than a 
complete demountable wall system, there is no tax benefit. The tax strategy can even trump a 15% initial  
purchase price differential. 

 

Scenario: Division 10 Advantage to Furniture Dealer

Division 8 - Glazier Division 10 - Furniture Dealer

Purchase Price (15% price 
advantage over Division 10)

$8,500 Purchase Price $10,000 

Depreciation Yr. 1 (1/39 / 2.5%) $218 Depreciation Yr. 1 (25%) $2,500 

Tax Savings (30%) $65 Tax Savings (30%) $750 

Depreciation Yr. 2 (1/39 / 2.5%) $218 Depreciation Yr. 2 (21.43%) $2,143 

Tax Savings (30%) $65 Tax Savings (30%) $643 

Depreciation Yr. 3 (1/39 / 2.5%) $218 Depreciation Yr. 3 (15.31%) $1,531 

Tax Savings (30%) $65 Tax Savings (30%) $459 

Total Cash Outlay 3 Yrs. 
(purchase less tax savings)

$8,304 
Total Cash Outlay 3 Yrs. 
(purchase less tax savings)

$8,148 
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3. A demountable wall system can be tested for noise transmission. 

 Systems can be tested for noise transmission (STC rating) and documented as achieving certain levels of 
soundproofing. Individual components, such as those selected for a Division 8 stick-built application, aren’t tested 
or guaranteed to provide any particular level of soundproofing because the components can vary from installation 
to installation. This point can be very important to end users depending on their acoustic privacy requirements. 

 Key to STC ratings are the tests that have been (or have NOT been) performed. Many interior demountable wall 
companies promote that their products deliver “the best” or “highly-rated” sound blocking and sound absorption 
properties, or that their product will deliver a specific STC or NIC acoustic rating. The efficacy of such claims is 
difficult to accurately measure. In reality, no single interior architectural product can or will deliver on those 
claims, given the variety of building factors and materials that impact acoustic performance.

 Many demountable walls are not tested and use GANA glass (only) STC test numbers. This means the system 
was not tested, and the manufacturer is only relying on the glass to deliver their STC numbers. This practice is 
untruthful and misleading, in that the system components (i.e. extrusions, gaskets, foam, hardware, doors and 
seals) will all contribute to the STC test results. In most cases, a total system test will deliver lower STC test scores 
than just the glass. As a result, it is always advantageous to question a competitor’s STC test results, and to have 
customers request the STC tests for all of the demountable walls that are being considered if acoustical privacy 
is extremely important to the project.

 Holoform has STC test certificates for the following within the Technical Support section of our Distributor Portal 
(in Marketing Resources):

• 3/8” Realm Single-Glazed
• 1/2” Realm Single-Glazed
• 1/2” over 3/8” Realm Double-Glazed
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6. Distribution Channel Characteristics

1. Demountable walls are distributed through open and closed distribution. 

 An open distribution system means anyone can purchase and resell the product. Closed distribution means 
that there is an agreement between the manufacturer and selected distributors. These distributors are the only 
authorized resellers. 

 Most major demountable wall manufacturers have a closed distribution system for their products. Their 
distribution is tied to them for a primary product. The dealer’s secondary lines are typically open distribution 
products. 

 In contrast, some manufacturers (e.g. Adotta, Modernus, IOC, Transwall, Infinium) sell directly to the end customer, 
or through an A&D firm’s specification process (i.e. Gensler). Glaziers, drywallers, GCs and door/frame/hardware 
companies typically build Division 8 office fronts and source components (i.e. glass, extrusions, and hardware) 
from a variety of different suppliers. Regardless of the distribution, component companies (including Oldcastle 
BuildingEnvelope and CR Laurence) play a very important role in the demountable wall market, as they provide 
the components that all furniture manufacturers, dealers, glaziers and GC’s use to build Division 10 unitized and 
stick-built, as well as Division 8 demountable walls. 

 Typically, furniture dealers are the largest supplier of Division 10 demountable walls, followed by manufacturers 
that sell direct. Glaziers have the smallest market share. The opposite holds true for Division 8 office front walls, as 
glaziers have captured the lion’s share of the market.

 

Characteristics of Demountable Wall Distribution Channels

Furniture 
Dealer

Manufacturer 
Direct

Glazier
General 

Contractor
Holoform

Sales Driven by Dealer Sales Group
Independent Rep, 

Rep Firm or 
Manufacturer Employee

Bid House Bid House
Furniture Dealer, 
GC or Developer

Deposit Requirements
30-50% 

(when they can get)
25-30% 

(when they can get)
None None

30 Days Normal 
Conditions, 

Specials w/Deposit

Hold Paper Yes Yes Yes Yes No 

Bonded Under Duress Some Yes Yes No

Project Management Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Shop Drawings
Internal & 

via Third-Party
Internal & 

via Third-Party
Internal & 

via Third-Party
No

Internal & via 
Third-Party 

& Distribution

Installation
Internal & 

via Third-Party
Internal & 

via Third-Party
Internal & 

via Third-Party
Internal & 

via Third-Party
No

Product Lead Times 6-8 wks. 8-12 wks. 3-4 wks. 3-12 wks. 4 wks.

Projected Margins 15-20% 15-20% 10-15% 3-5% 18-20%
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2. Commercial Furniture Dealers

 Furniture dealers typically partner with a primary furniture manufacturer (i.e. Steelcase, Herman Miller, Knoll, 
Haworth) and sell via a closed distribution system. This partnership is very advantageous to dealers, due to a 
manufacturer’s regional and national sales agreements with large corporate entities. These agreements could 
account for 70-80% of a dealer’s annual sales. 

 Demountable wall sales may or may not be tied to a national agreement. Net margins usually are thinner (i.e. 
4-5%) on furniture sales. In contrast, demountable walls may only be 10% of a dealer’s sales, but could reach 7-10% 
in net margin. Thus, demountable walls are an important product offering for furniture dealerships that desire to 
increase their overall net margin. 

 Furniture dealers most commonly sell unitized and stick-built Division 10 products. Some sell stick-built Division 8 
office fronts. Steelcase and Haworth offer a demountable wall product, which could limit the dealer’s ability to sell 
another demountable wall brand. If the dealership partners with brands such as Knoll or Herman Miller (exception: 
acquisition of Maars), neither of which have a demountable wall product, they typically carry one or more 
Division 10 demountable wall brands, and may even offer a Division 8 solution. 

 Dealers will ask for a deposit of 30-50% to initiate their clients’ orders. Their goal is to minimize risk and protect 
their cash flow (i.e. not use their credit lines) and push back on bonds.

3. Manufacturer Direct

 Many European demountable wall manufacturers sell direct through independent representatives, representative 
firms or company employees, rather than through a furniture dealer. The selling agent provides full service via sales 
support, project management and installation oversight. They may also outsource these duties to a third party.

4. Glazier

 The glazier operates as a bid house for 5-10 general contractors. They seldom proactively sell their services, 
but rather react to bid opportunities from GCs. They do not require a deposit from anyone. Typically, they are 
reselling component parts that they fabricate on site or in their shop. Glaziers, like general contractors are bonded 
(i.e. a surety bond to protect investors against financial loss/disruptions due to a contractor’s failure to complete 
the project or meet contract specifications). 

5. General Contractor (GC)

 General contractors also operate as a bid house, by reacting to bid opportunities related to construction  
projects. They typically do not require a deposit, but they are bonded. Installation of glass office fronts are  
usually sub-contracted to a glazier unless a specific demountable wall product is called out in the specifications.  
In that case a furniture dealer/manufacturer direct will install the job. 

6. Project Management is probably the most difficult deliverable of a demountable wall sale. 

 It usually is the weakest link of the process. This is the result of a variety of factors, ranging from errors tied to 
the complexity of product to poor internal coordination and communication with the client. Without exception, 
project management is the one area clients/customers feel the most helpless and frustrated. Apart from Holoform, 
DIRTT appears to be the one demountable wall manufacturer that has invested in project management as a core 
service offer and benefit.
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7. Market Profile

1. Market demand for glass office partitions is high because it solves several facility challenges:

• Glass supports the modernization or rebranding of a business.
• It is a cost-effective method for upgrading or refreshing a property image, especially in industries such as 

hospitality or office space where changes are needed every five to seven years.
• Glass supports “daylight harvesting”—maximizing use of natural light in a space.
• Glass helps size and open up space in small rooms, thus allowing for a smaller office footprint.
• Because it qualifies for accelerated depreciation when sold as part of a demountable wall system, glass can 

provide a tax benefit that drywall cannot.
• Glass supports collaborative work, flexible work schedules, or co-working—where individuals and groups 

office together even though they work on different projects or for different employers.
• Glass helps improve interior environmental quality (IEQ), to meet tenant and employee expectations for 

healthier air quality, increased access to daylight, reduced toxicity of materials and finishes, and flexibility of 
work and living space configurations.

2. Several vertical markets, including higher education, healthcare, and business services, are focused on 
managing workspaces to achieve critical goals, such as:

• Lowering the cost of building, maintaining, and servicing space.
• Providing for the comfort and security of occupants.
• Accommodating new and rapidly-changing technologies.
• Supporting changing work styles and processes.
• Upholding organizational structure and corporate image.
• Using a desirable workplace as a recruiting tool.
• Managing the generational differences among Baby Boomers, Millennial, and Z groups.
• Enhancing the brand image/expression of the organization.

3. Market by Vertical Industry

 Holoform utilizes a two-phased approach to entering the market. Each phase focuses on three vertical markets. 

• Phase One is focused on corporate and business services, higher education, and healthcare  — the 
three markets that are showing the strongest growth and projected growth in renovation, remodels, and 
new construction projects. Additionally, these Phase One markets have typically been heavy users of 
demountable walls over the past 10 years. 

• Phase Two will be Holoform’s entry into emerging markets that are showing strong future growth potential, 
due to market disruption, rapidly changing/evolving market needs and creative/intermediating changes 
driven by business relationships (i.e. distribution, channels), obsolescence (i.e. aging infrastructure), and 
technology.
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4. Market Focus

• Corporate & Business Services

 This industry typically includes Class A office (sometimes Class B that is being remodeled to upgrade to Class 
A). Types of businesses in this category include: legal, high tech, banking and finance offices, cooperative 
workspaces, architects, design/advertising agencies, business incubators, consulting firms, and other business-
related services. Driving the use of demountable walls is the ability of a company to bring employees together to 
improve both individual performance, as well as team productivity.

 Key benefits of demountable walls within these facilities include:

o Real estate compression (smaller spaces)
o Employee recruitment and retention
o Brand enhancement
o Cultural enhancement and change
o Improved communication via visual sightlines throughout space
o Energy savings (i.e. daylight harvesting)
o Acoustic outcomes (i.e. privacy)
o Financial/tax savings

• Higher Education

 Education facilities are changing, due to a shift from traditional lecture formats to pedagogical methods (i.e. 
problem-based learning and collaboration among students). This change has a dramatic implication on the 
physical facility and its design, types of furniture, and its overall flexibility. Demountable walls support these 
changes by creating flexible spaces that have multiple uses, promote collaboration, and create opportunities for 
impromptu conversations that support research, teaching, and innovation.

 Key benefits of these new facilities that utilize demountable walls include:

o Real estate compression, to minimize need for new builds
o Brand enhancement/modernization
o Student, professor, and professional staff recruitment and retention
o Improved teaming/collaboration with upper level/graduate students

• Healthcare

 Healthcare facilities are being planned and designed to meet both patient and market needs. Trends such as micro-
hospitals, tele-health, third party locations (i.e. malls, grocery and pharmacy), acute care outpatient facilities, and 
an increased need for behavioral health/drug facilities are all driving the need to rethink how facilities function. 
Demountable wall use within healthcare provides the flexibility, aesthetics, and privacy that helps healthcare 
facilities distinguish themselves from their competitors and provide a consumer-friendly environment.

 Key benefits of demountable walls within healthcare include:

o Improved space utilization
o Doctor, nurse, and staff recruitment and retention
o Increased staff effectiveness via visual sightlines throughout space
o Added curb appeal of facility to enhance brand
o Streamlining processes to reduce costs
o HIPPA compliance (privacy)
o Healthy surfaces
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8. Holoform’s Framed Demountable Wall Product Overview – Realm™

For Holoform to succeed in a crowded and highly competitive marketplace, it was critical that the Realm product line 
have unique product features, offer a European aesthetic, add high value to the distribution and end user, as well as 
have a mid-point price. The demountable wall market, in its current state, presents a number of areas that are ready 
for innovation. Seven challenges can be addressed by Holoform’s Realm demountable wall product line:

1. There is no sole-source provider. No current manufacturer of Master Spec Division 10 demountable walls 
manufactures all the components of their walls.

 Holoform provides a turnkey solution:

• Extrusions from Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope (OBE) facilities in Texas and Tennessee
• Aluminum fabrication done by OBE
• Hardware supplied by CR Laurence (CRL)
• Heavy glass supplied by OBE
• Project management by Holoform

2. Leveling is difficult and costly. Creating a level installation on an un-level floor is a laborious and potentially 
expensive process. Holoform will provide a self-leveling solution:

• Our product design has a leveling device within the base. This reduces installation time by approximately 
20%. Leveling is done prior to setting the glass.

• The design contains unique intellectual property (IP) and can be patented.

Aluminum Extrusion

Aluminum Finishing 

Metal Fabrication

Architectural Hardware

Glass Tempering / Fabrication
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3. Poor soundproofing on sliding doors. Sliding glass doors make the best use of expensive real estate, and 
thus are used about 60% of the time. However, most sliding door applications don’t have good STC (Sound 
Transmission Class) ratings.

 The Holoform solution seals the door into the frame.

• The movement inherent to the action of the door seals the edges.
• The design contains unique intellectual property (IP) and is patented.

4. Very little tolerance for measurement errors. “Lift and drop” stick-built systems have a very small margin of  
error for glass height sizing. Holoform’s solution incorporates a 1/2”  vertical and horizontal margin on each 
piece of glass:

• The installation of glass is a lift and set approach.
• The product accounts for floor height variances, glass measurement errors and manufacturing tolerances. 

This design helps protect net profit.
• The design contains unique intellectual property (IP) and is patented.

5. There is a black hole around scheduling. Most manufacturers do not proactively communicate the actual 
product production schedule with either the GC or the end user.

 Holoform makes real-time order status information available to dealers.

• OBE’s GAME-On technology will produce an order into our ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system.
• Distribution will be able to see each order’s status in real time.
• Our project manager will update dealers regarding the product schedule sequence.
• We will be able to promise a delivery schedule and meet scheduled dates so that dealers can confidently 

schedule installation crews.

6. Quoting can be a slow and manual process for both the dealer and manufacturer.

 Holoform’s solution includes enhanced specification tools and a link to order processing.

• Prefweb (specification tool) along with GAME-On will simplify the specification process.
• Quotes can be done by less experienced staff with a high degree of accuracy.
• A quote can be converted to an order by uploading it to OBE’s GAME-On technology.

7. Custom designs are not feasible. Architects like to choose custom finishes and sometimes want to specify 
custom shapes for the demountable wall frames. Although custom products are discussed and even priced, they 
seldom convert to orders due to price and lead times.

 Holoform’s solution makes it easy for architects to create a design statement with an installation:

• Our product is designed to allow for custom design with little set-up. 
• Extrusions can be produced quickly.
• Holoform has a Director of Design & Product Development who can take products from concept to product 

quickly. This makes it more difficult for other competitive organizations to meet our specifications.
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9. Realm Framed Product Configurations

1. Realm Single-Glazed System:

 Height 

• 1.5” X Width - 2.5” profile

 Features

• Designed to accept both .5” and .375” glass on the leveling mechanism  
(5/8” can be housed without the leveling feature)

• Integrated leveling (.5” total Z movement)
• 1” total height glass accuracy tolerance
• Level stops at GANA required 3/8” overlap

 Acoustic Performance

• Intended to meet or exceed 35 STC with .5” monolithic glass

2. Realm Double-Glazed System:

 Height

• 1.5” X Width - 3.5” profile

 Features

• Designed to accept both .5” and .375” glass on the leveling mechanism  
(5/8” can be housed without the leveling feature)

• Integrated leveling on either side (.5” total Z movement)
• 1” total height glass accuracy tolerance on either side
• Level stops at GANA required 3/8” overlap for bite of glass
• Available in 3 standard anodized finishes, 4 paint finishes + custom paint
• Available in clear tempered, laminated tempered, low iron tempered, and  

high acoustic interlayer monolithic glass
• Available in both sliding and swing doors

o Frameless glass
o Wide and asymmetrical framed glass 
o Wood and wood with glass insert, with 7 veneer options and 12 stain options

• Wide range of hardware options in anodized, paint, chrome, and stainless steel finishes

 Acoustic Performance

• Intended to meet or exceed 45 STC with .5” monolithic front glass and .375” monolithic back glass
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3. Conditions

• Connections

 Four basic connection conditions were addressed with the frame design, including t-connection, miter, wall, 
and abutment/door frame.

• Clinching Closure

 With the exception of the standard wall module, all conditions are achieved by using the clinching closure. 
Using this method allows the Holoform product to draw ends together making certain that the best possible 
visual outcome is achieved on site. 

• Sequence

 1)  Locate vertical assembly near main rail, which is already affixed to the floor, 
 2)  Insert clinching hardware into the main rail and align with hole already drilled into the vertical 

assembly, 
 3)  Tighten clinching hardware to draw abutment into the end of the main rail.

4. Profiles

 The system was developed to use the fewest extrusion profiles as possible. As a result, common parts and profiles 
are utilized in both single- and double-glazed configurations, to both limit profile count and to simplify the 
installation process. In addition, all Holoform demountable wall extrusions were designed with insight and 
consultation from OBE Engineering and Extrusion Engineering teams in order to accommodate the unique 
capabilities of the OBE manufacturing group.

Single-Glazed Profile                                                                      Double-Glazed Profile     
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5. Pre-Site Fabrication

 In order to create the best possible scenario for installation Holoform utilized OBE manufacturing to prefabricate 
critical fabrication steps. This prefabrication minimizes the number of steps necessary for installers and reduces 
the margin for error potential on the job site. This will both speed up installation and ensure a quality finished 
outcome.

• Pre-Drilled Base Rails: Both the main and double rail extrusion are pre-drilled in the factory with holes on 
2.5” centers along the rail. This removes the step of having to drill these holes on site, making certain that 
the leveling feature works as anticipated, and maintains the time savings created by the integrated leveling 
feature.

• Door Kits: Door kits are delivered to the site with doors completely assembled and ready for installation. 
Door frames are pre-cut to width and left long on the length, so that they can be cut on site to accommodate 
floor level conditions.

• Miter Cuts: Regardless of how good a job site is prepared, it rarely matches the quality of cut achieved in  
the factory. With this understanding in mind, Holoform pre-cuts all miters.

• Pre-Tapped Level Assembly: The level assembly arrives on site with the holes pre-drilled and tapped.  
The appropriate gasket and set screws are installed on site dependent upon the glass thickness.

6. Installation

 As with all architectural products used on a job site, the project outcome is only as good as the installation. 
Installation of demountable walls is the single largest bottleneck with the construction process and the area where 
the majority of issues arise and become evident. The Holoform demountable wall design has embraced many 
of the most common issues (i.e. leveling, corner joining, miters, slider gaps, etc.) and turned them into defining 
product design characteristics.

• Side Load Installation: Compared to a “lift and drop” application used by most demountable wall 
manufacturers, Holoform uses a “side load” application to make the sizing and leveling of glass much easier 
and to save time by not requiring any secondary gasket applications on site. Compared to the “lift and drop,” 
this method saves significantly on time by not requiring a complicated multi-part face installation on both 
top and bottom rails. 
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• Integrated Leveling: Holoform’s integrated leveling presents a significant improvement to the classic  
stick-built standard of using stacking shims. Holoform’s method makes use of techniques more commonly 
used in unitized construction, but instead, done within the small frame size of a high-end stick-built profile. 
As a result, Holoform’s demountable wall can be leveled and walked away from without worry of disturbance. 
It will not shift or move while installing glass, it offers micro-adjustment not available in traditional methods, 
it adjusts faster than common methods, and it introduces a standardized leveling method.

• Snap-In Face: A single-piece snap-in face is used to minimize installation steps on site. Compared to a “lift 
and drop” method, Holoform makes sizing and leveling glass significantly easier and saves time, given a 
secondary gasket does not need to be applied on site. Using the “side load” method, this saves additional 
time because Holoform’s product does not require a complicated multi-part face installation on both the top 
and bottom rails.
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• Self-Supporting Double: For installers, working above their head creates serious shoulder strain, which can 
lead to injuries. It also compels installers to rush installations, which creates unnecessary mistakes and errors. 
In order to minimize this issue, Holoform’s double abutment extrusion holds itself in place before being 
permanently installed. This process allows the installer to use both hands and to drill without creating undue 
shoulder stress.

• Center Lines: All Holoform main frame extrusions have centerline marks for both single- and double-glazed 
configurations. The centerline makes it easier for installers to measure extrusions and install on site.
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10.  Holoform’s Frameless Demountable Wall Product Overview – Aura™

1. Aura Frameless Monolithic System

 Height

• Bottom: 1” x 1”
• Top: 2-3/16” x 2-3/16”

 Features

• Value-priced system
• European, slim profile, monolithic system
• Clean, uninterrupted spans of “all glass” with minimal hardware
• Small channels at top and bottom of fixed glass makes glass appear as if it runs floor to ceiling  

(no vertical channels)
• No frame at door or glass joints
• Available in 3/8” or 1/2” clear tempered or low iron glass
• Holoform SimpleSeam™ glass bonding tape used to seam joints
• Glass edges are flat polished and chamfered to a precise angle to form a seamless fit
• Only frameless glass doors
• Limited hardware options: pull handles, and locking/non-locking ladder pulls + soft-close sliding door
• System finishes limited to anodized clear and anodized black
• Hardware finishes limited to anodized black and matte black paint

 Acoustic Performance

• Very little acoustic privacy supported
• No STC test documents

2. Conditions

• Connections

Butt-glazed connections at wall, corners, and door

3. Profiles

• Pre-Site Fabrication

 NONE

4. Installation

• “Lift and drop” Installation
• Shims required to level system
• All system extrusions must be cut on job site
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11.  Glass Writable Surfaces – HoloScript™

1. Markerboard

 Sizes

• 4’ x 8’ - nominal 46” x 94”
• 4’ x 6’ - nominal 46” x 72”
• 4’ x 5’ - nominal 46” x 60”
• 3’ x 4’ - nominal 36” x 46”
• 2’ x 3’ - nominal 24” x 36”

 Features

• Single-sided glass markerboard surface
• Slim profile at 7/8” thick with 1/2” standoff from wall
• Polar white back paint (economical) or polar white PVB interlayer (higher price point)
• Gloss or matte surface
• Magnetic or non-magnetic
• Can be custom-sized to fit project requirements
• Optional aluminum marker tray

2. Conditions

• Wall-mount
• Realm system integration

3. Profiles

 • Pre-Site Fabrication

Back of board cleat is pre-attached

4. Installation

• 7 simple steps for wall-mounting
• Same lift and set method used when integrated into Realm demountable wall system
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12.  Purchase Decision Drivers
Demountable walls have gained significant traction over the past 15 years as an important physical characteristic 
of interior spaces. Architects and designers have led this shift given the aesthetic impact glass office fronts and/
or demountable glass walls have on the interior design of a space. Manufacturers and distribution within the 
competitive marketplace have tailored their product offering, their marketing, and their sales pitches to attempt to 
create market separation. As such, Division 10 demountable walls have been designed, engineered, and positioned 
to solve a host of issues, as well as create compelling purchase decision drivers.

1. Regional and National Agreements

 Central to the majority of purchase decision drivers for Division 10 demountable walls is the play of national or 
regional agreements through manufacturers and dealers. The larger national furniture dealerships with closed 
distribution typically drive the selection of product for a customer, given the national agreements that may be in 
place. Generally speaking, the dealer sells products tied to these corporate or government agreements, due to the 
customer’s pre-negotiated pricing and delivery terms. 

 The exception to the rule is when a product is selected/specified that cannot be fulfilled or is not included within 
a manufacturer or dealer’s regional or national agreements. When this happens, dealers typically “piggyback” 
offline products to complete the order. Typically, these “piggybacked” items include demountable walls tied 
directly to the manufacturer on the agreement—but the dealers can also infuse non-related manufacturers’ 
walls when the primary manufacturer does not produce a demountable wall (Herman Miller* & Knoll), specialty 
furnishings, and office accessories. (Herman Miller has acquired Maars to capitalize on their national agreements.) 

Effect of Regional & National Agreements on Demountable Wall Selection

Smaller regional dealerships commonly do not drive as much of their sales through national or regional agreements. 
This is due to smaller/midmarket dealerships being located within smaller geographic markets, with smaller 
corporate players that do not purchase large volumes of furniture on a regular basis. These midmarket dealerships 
usually have free reign on the product they sell, even though they may operate within closed distribution (i.e. 
Steelcase, Haworth, Herman Miller, etc.).
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2. Influencer Impact

 Influencers within the demountable wall market have a significant impact on product selection for a project and 
for end users. As such, the importance of Holoform developing strong influencer relationships will prove critical 
to Holoform’s long-term success. Key to having a positive effect on influencers is developing an understanding 
of the project lifecycle and their process, as well as their general behavior and preferences within the architectural 
design project progression. Key to supporting the project lifecycle, Holoform provides tools, services, and 
information to our independent representatives and distribution to support influencers, to build relationships, and 
to add value to a project.

 

Project Lifecycle & Influencer Impact

3. Project Lifecyle

 All projects follow a very similar project path, which starts with planning and ends with construction. Key to this 
project lifecycle is understanding when the influencers have the most impact. Clearly, A&D have the most impact 
given they are involved within the entire process. The distributor carries the second highest level of impact on 
demountable wall selection, given they are typically involved in various degrees throughout the project from 
planning through installation. Key to today’s projects, is understanding that the traditional roles used in the past 
have evolved.

 Design-build projects have become more prevalent as speed of delivery and financial responsibility have 
increased, justifying the need for smart and calculated design and product decisions. Project management and 
deliberate collaboration are driving productivity gains, which leads to more integrated project delivery and 
strategic partnerships between A&D, distribution, and GCs. 

 Design firms are merging and forming strategic partnerships to become more specialized to provide profound 
expertise and services to clients. As such, Holoform and its independent representatives and distribution need 
to build deep strategic partnerships with A&D, GCs and corporate facility managers to support their needs 
and processes. Holoform and our partners’ role will shift based on project phases. Key will be our joint ability to 
“influence” the influencers during the planning and schematic phases. As such, Holoform has developed tools, 
communications, and processes to ensure that the brand and product line(s) are understood, applications are 
evident, options are obvious, and benefits are indisputable.
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Sales Impact by Holoform Sales Team, Independent Representatives & Distribution

 Holoform’s role during the middle phases of a project will require quality collaboration with A&D, the 
distributor, and the contractor. Collaborative activities will be clear-cut, as access to design tools, CD tools, 
and communications must be accurate, efficient, systematic, valued, and embraced by all parties. During 
the actualize phase, Holoform will focus on assuring that the product is meticulously project-managed, bid, 
manufactured, packaged, staged, installed, and quality-controlled. Assurances of total satisfaction and delight 
across all influencers will ensure long-term loyalty and increased brand equity.

4. Influencer/Customer Decision Journey

 The purchase cycle of demountable walls follows a standard and consistent journey. The goal is to reach 
customers at the moments that most influence their decisions. In the past, the purchase cycle was viewed 
through the metaphor of a funnel, with consumers methodically reducing the number of brands/products, 
ultimately emerging with a single choice. Today that concept fails as a result of the explosion of product choices, 
digital channels and increasingly well-informed and discerning consumers. 

 Consumer research, over the past 10+ years, shows that the proliferation of media and products requires 
marketers to find new ways to get their brands included in the initial consideration set that influencers/consumers 
develop as they begin their decision journey. Also because of the shift away from one-way communication 
(from marketers to consumers) toward a two-way conversation, Holoform will need a more systematic way to 
satisfy influencer/customer demands and manage word-of-mouth. In addition, research (i.e. McKinsey, Deloitte) 
identified two different types of customer loyalty challenging companies to reinvigorate their loyalty programs 
and the way they manage the customer experience.

 For Holoform, the consumer decision journey can be categorized into five phases: Awareness, Familiarity, 
Consideration, Purchase, and Post-purchase. At each of these phases, Holoform and our partners must deliver 
information that can be “pulled” and give influencers the control they demand. For example, two-thirds of the 
touchpoints during the active consideration phase involve:

• End user/influencer driven marketing activities, such as Internet/social media reviews  
and word-of-mouth recommendations from peers and the media

• Showroom interactions and recollections of past experiences
• A third of the touchpoints involve company-driven marketing (i.e. traditional advertising,  

sponsorships, product experiences, and salesperson contact) that is “pushed”
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Typical Information Flow

 The Post-purchase experience is extremely important as it shapes influencer/end user opinion for every 
subsequent decision regarding the purchase of demountable walls, so the journey is an ongoing cycle. Of 
influencers/end users who profess loyalty to a demountable wall brand, some are active loyalists, who not only 
stick with it but also recommend it. Others are passive loyalists who, whether from laziness or confusion caused by 
the dizzying array of choices, stay with a brand without being committed to it. Despite their claims of allegiance, 
passive influencers/end users are open to messages from competitors who give them a reason to switch. Given 
Holoform is a new demountable wall entry, a significant opportunity exists for us to jointly earn the trust and 
loyalty of active loyalists from other brands, but most importantly, attract the mindshare of passive loyalists.

 Strong performance in the decision journey requires a mindset shift from buying media to developing properties 
that attract influencers/end users: 

• Digital assets such as web sites about products
• Commitment and processes to foster word-of-mouth, such as the use of social media,  

holding events, and offering education opportunities
• Tailor and customize advertising by viewing the context and the influencer/end-user,  

using GoogleAds, Linkedin Ads and keyword usage
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5. 11 Steps of A Solution-Based Sales Process That Holoform and Our Partners Utilize:

1. Prospect and Qualify
 Search for a buyer with a problem or need, and distinguish between a lead, a prospect and  

a qualified prospect.

2. Analyze Customer Needs
 Diagnose needs and determine a means to solve their problem.

3. Deliver Coaching Insights and Craft a Potential Solution
 Provide insights and coach customers through to a plan and the solution.

4. Create Value
 Customized to each specific organization, address their unique pain points and desired ROI.

5. Understand the Decision Maker
 Know the organization and multiple individuals tied to the project well enough to understand  

their aims, issues, and objectives (i.e. influencer, problem owner, blocker and decision maker).

6. Convey a Total Solution ROI
 Develop a value proposition to stimulate interest.

7. Tailor a Win-Win Solution
 Promote a long-term perspective centered on a partnership relationship that satisfies the interests  

of both parties.

8. Control Customer Success 
 Ensure customers achieve their desired outcomes.

9. Share Sentiment or Emotion (not logic)
 Meet customer’s emotional needs (i.e. trust, rapport, affirm self-esteem, empathy, reflection,  

complement, energy synchrony, hidden fears, support, positive energy, authenticity, etc.).

10. Build a Potential Long-Term Relationship
 Build trust and loyalty, request feedback, measure results, show a personal interest, and create 

opportunities for personal interaction.

11. Share Knowledge and Experience
 Be the expert and deliver ongoing information and insights that are relevant to their business,  

challenges, and opportunities.
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